ARCHITECTURE TOUR OF
PORTUGAL, SPAIN &
THE MEDITERRANEAN
WITH MALCOLM CARVER
31 July - 18 August 2019

ITINERARY
DAY 1

WEDNESDAY 31 JULY 2019

LISBON

Please meet in the hotel lobby ready to depart at 09:30am.
Sheraton Lisboa Hotel & Spa
Rua Latino Coelho, 1,
Lisbon 1069 Portugal
T: +351 21 312 0000
E: Sheraton.lisboa@sheraton.com
The five-star Sheraton Lisboa Hotel is located close to some of the area’s best shopping,
dining and sight-seeing. With 24-hour access to Sheraton Fitness, the Spirito Spa, outdoor
pool and a rooftop Panorama Restaurant & Bar, offering stunning panoramic views of Lisbon
and the Tagus River. The The well-appointed guest rooms offer Sheraton Signature
Experience Beds and glass-walled bathrooms, finished with marble counter tops. Other
amenities include safe, iron and ironing board, bottled water complimentary, coffee maker /
tea service and wifi.
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Throughout the tour you can contact:
Jim Webber on his mobile: +61 412 064 527
Please wear your Travelrite International NAME TAGS for easy identification throughout the tour.
This helps tour members identify each other and contributes to the smooth running of the tour.
Portugal’s capital is one of the most exciting destinations in Europe. Lisbon has an undeniable buzz —
it’s a friendly, upbeat capital that reflects the city’s rich cultural heritage. The tour begins this
morning from our Lisbon hotel where we will start with a walking tour. Our tour will provide us with
a taste of the heritage of this great medieval city and feel the antiquity as you wander the higgledypiggledy streets of traditional neighbourhoods. Combined with delightful heritage landmarks in
context, we include contemporary works of the old town where we will be able to admire the
remarkable invention by Alvaro Siza Viera, the eastern water front, including the Prata Housing
Complex by Renzo Piano. We will then continue on foot to the Parque das Nacoes which was the site
of the World Expo 98 and the Oriente Train Station – Santiago Calatrava.
We will return to the hotel in the late afternoon to check-in, (if you have not already done so).
This evening Jim and Malcolm will welcome the group to Lisbon, inviting you for drinks and a chat in
the Lobby Bar at 5:00pm.
For those wishing to dine as a group (own expense) please meet Malcolm and Jim in the hotel lobby
at 7:00pm.
DAY 2
Breakfast

THURSDAY 01 AUGUST 2019

LISBON

Please meet in the hotel lobby ready to depart at 10:30am where we will board our private coach for
an interesting morning at the MAAT - Museum of Art where we will have an informative guided
architecture tour. We will return to our hotel by 1:00pm for a free afternoon for you to explore
Lisbon.
For those wishing to dine as a group (own expense) please meet Malcolm and Jim in the hotel lobby
at 7:00pm.
DAY 3
Breakfast

FRIDAY 02 AUGUST 2019

PORTO

Please leave your luggage outside your room ready for collection by 07:00am or, if you prefer, bring
your luggage to the lobby by 07:45am.
Please meet in the hotel lobby ready to depart at 08:00am.
This morning we travel north to Porto, known locally as Oporto and famous for its fortified wine. We
will have a spectacular photo opportunity at Aqueduto dos Pegões Altos. This bridge is around 6-km
long and constituted by 180 arches, the Aqueduct of Pegões was one of the main public works built
in the 17th century in Portugal.
Upon arrival into Porto we will have time for lunch (own expense) before our orientation tour where
we will see the imposing Casa da Musica (2005 Rem Koolhas). The Casa da Musica, the new home of
the National Orchestra of Porto, stands on a new public square in the historic Rotunda da Boavista. It
has a distinctive faceted form, made of white concrete. The Grand Auditorium has corrugated glass
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facades at either end that open the hall to the city and offer Porto itself as a dramatic backdrop for
performances.
After we will visit the Faculty of Architecture of Porto, before transferring to see the Carlos Ramos
Pavilion and the Serralves Museum (both by Álvaro Siza Vieira).
We will arrive at our hotel late in the afternoon. The Pestana Vintage Porto Hotel will be our home
for the next two nights.
Pestana Vintage Porto Hotel
Praça da Ribeira, 1
4050-513, Porto
T: +351223402300
E: fo.portovintage@pestana.com
The four-star Pestana Vintage Porto is constructed as a group of 18 buildings that have been
named a UNESCO World Heritage Site. All rooms have free Wi-Fi, air-conditioning, satellite
TV, Nespresso machine, bathrobe & slippers, in-room safe and a hairdryer.
For those wishing to dine as a group (own expense) please meet Malcolm and Jim in the hotel lobby
at 7:00pm.
DAY 4
Breakfast

SATURDAY 03 AUGUST 2019

PORTO

Please meet in the hotel lobby ready to depart at 10:00am
This morning we travel by coach to visit Leca Swimming Pool. Since its completion in 1966 the Leça
Swimming Pool complex, by Portuguese architect Alvaro Siza, has been an internationally recognized
building. We will then continue on to enjoy lunch at the Boa Nova Tea House. Boa Nova Tea House is
much more than a restaurant. Spectacularly located on the Atlantic coast, you immediately perceive
the vast horizon through the impressive windows as you are immersed in to the landscape.
On the way home the coach will stop at the Livaria Lello bookshop for those who wish to visit. There
is an additional entrance charge of $21 and those who chose to do this will need to make their own
way back to the hotel. Alternatively the coach will continue on to the hotel after this short stop.
This afternoon is at leisure for you to further explore the beautiful town of Porto.
For those wishing to dine as a group (own expense), please meet Malcolm and Jim in the hotel lobby
at 7:00pm.
DAY 5
Breakfast

SUNDAY 04 AUGUST 2019

VALENCIA

Please have your bags outside of your room by 7:00am or, if you prefer, bring your luggage to the
lobby by 08:15am.
Please meet in the hotel lobby ready to depart at 08:30am.
This morning we will take a coach to the airport for our flight to Valencia (via Madrid) where we will
arrive late afternoon.
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Depart

Porto Airport

11:20

Arrive

Madrid Airport
(Terminal 2)

13:30

Flight time Porto to Madrid
Flight distance Porto to Madrid

Air Europa
Flight UX1146

1 hour 10 mins
272 miles

Depart

Madird Airport
(Terminal 2)

14:40

Arrive

Valencia Airport

15:45

Flight time Madrid to Valencia
Flight distance Madrid to Valencia

Air Europa
Flight UX4065

1 hour 5 mins
178 miles

On arrival we visit the spectacular architectural site of the Opera House (2005) in the City of Arts and
Sciences Complex. Our coach will take us to our hotel for us to settle into before dinner.
Melia Hotel & Resorts
Avinguda de les Corts Valencianes, 52
46015 València, Spain
T: +34 963 03 00 00
E: melia.valencia@melia.com
The four-star Meliá Valencia is located in the city centre, in one of the most important and
dynamic areas of Valencia, near the Congress Centre in the Avenida de les Corts Valencianes.
Hotel facilities include a gym and a spectacular Convention Centre. Room amenities include
large 49-inch flat-screen TV, kettle, iron and ironing board, and independent reading lamps,
hairdryer, tea and coffee making facilities, as well as a large, full bathroom with bathtub and
separate shower.
For those wishing to dine as a group (own expense) please meet Malcolm and Jim in the hotel lobby
at 7:00pm.
DAY 6
Breakfast

MONDAY 05 AUGUST 2019

VALENCIA

Please meet in the hotel lobby ready to depart at 08:30am.
This morning we will travel by coach to see some of Santiago Calatrava’s impressive work. We see
the wonderful Ciuddad de las Artes and De La Ciencias (2009) and Serreria Bridge (2008).
We will arrive back at the hotel around midday and the afternoon will be free for independent
exploration around Valencia.
For those wishing to dine as a group (own expense) please meet Malcolm and Jim in the hotel lobby
at 7:00pm.
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DAY 7
Breakfast

TUESDAY 06 AUGUST 2019

PALMA, MAJORICA

Please leave your luggage outside your room ready for collection by 05:30am or, if you prefer, bring
your luggage to the lobby by 05:45am.
Please meet in the hotel lobby ready to depart at 06:00am for an early flight to Palma, Majorica.
Breakfast boxes will be available for you to take with you on the coach to the airport.
Depart

Valencia Airport

08:30

Arrive

Majorica Airport

09:25

Flight time Valencia to Majorica
Flight distance Valencia to Majorica

Vueling Airlines
Flight VY3955

55 mins
172 miles

Upon arrival at Palma de Majorica Airport, we are met by our coach for the one hour journey to Can
Lis (Jorn Utzon). We will then have time for lunch (at own expense) in Palma and then head onto Es
Baluard Museum of Modern & Contemporary Art. Late afternoon we head to Pueblo Espanol. This
"Spanish Village" opened in 1970 was created by the architect Fernando Chueca Goitia who wanted
to build a typical Spanish village with the main characteristics of such a village. It is a real open-air
museum where the architect has built faithful replicas of houses, palaces, churches, fortifications,
squares, alleys, of reduced size.
We transfer to our hotel in the early evening.
Catalonia Majorica
Garita, 3
07015, Mallorca
T: +34 971 40 02 61
E: majorica.reservas@cataloniahotels.com
Located over the seafront boulevard and the Palma Bay, the Catalonia Majórica is a four-star
hotel with an exterior swimming pool and a big solarium with a bar. The room amenities
include free Wi-Fi, air-conditioning and heating, minibar, ceiling fan, safe, TV with satellite
channels, telephone and hairdryer.
For those wishing to dine as a group (own expense) please meet Malcolm and Jim in the hotel lobby
at 7:00pm.
DAY 8
Breakfast

WEDNESDAY 07 AUGUST 2019

BARCELONA

Please leave your luggage outside your room ready for collection by 08:45am or, if you prefer, bring
your luggage to the lobby by 09:15am.
Please meet in the hotel lobby ready to depart at 09:30am.
This morning we will take our private coach to Majorica Airport for our flight to Barcelona. On the
way to the airport we will have a short stop at the Pilar and Joan Miro Foundation by Rafael Moneo.
We then will continue on to the airport for our 1:15pm flight.
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Depart

Majorica Airport

13:15

Arrive

Bareclona Airport
(Terminal 1)

14:10

Flight time Majorica to Barcelona
Flight distance Majorica to Barcelona

Vueling Airlines
Flight VY3905

55 mins
125 miles

After our short flight to Barcelona we will be met by our coach and head to the Sant Joan Despi
Funeral Home. This stark concrete building nestles against a hillside and was designed by Batlle i Roig
Arquitectes. Its unique sloping grass roof appears as an extension of the landscape. We will then
continue on to see Barcelona Pavilion by Mies van der Rohe and the Montjuic Communications tower
by Calatrava. We will arrive at our hotel in the early evening.
Hotel Colon
Av. Catedral 7
08002 Barcelona
T: +34 93 3011404
E: info@hotelcolon.es
The four-star Hotel Colon is conveniently located within walking distance of many of the
main tourist attractions. Room amenities include air-conditioning, telephone, LCD television
with international channels, high-speed Internet, safety deposit box, a well-stocked mini-bar,
a Nespresso coffee machine and kettle and a hair-dryer.
For those wishing to dine as a group (own expense) please meet Malcolm and Jim in the hotel lobby
at 7:00pm.
DAY 9
Breakfast

THURSDAY 08 AUGUST 2019

BARCELONA

Please meet in the hotel lobby ready to depart at 08:30am.
This morning we visit the famous Casa Mila by Gaudi. Of course Barcelona is famous for Gaudi works
and influences all over the city but none is more famous than the Sagrada Familia which we will visit
next and have a guided tour of this unfinished spectacular Roman Catholic Church which is also a
UNESCO World Heritage Site.
At 12:30pm we will enjoy a quick lunch stop (own expense) and meet our guide. At 1:30pm we will
head off on foot for our walking tour of the Old Town. We will see all of the amazing architectural
sites that the Old Town has to offer including the Barceloneta Maritime Promenade, the Rambles,
the Cathedral, Colom Prominade and much more.
We will then head off to the Museum of Contemporary Art at 5:30pm. This modern large white
architecturally designed building has much of its southern elevation glazed, providing the visitor with
views across the plaza, and allowing for an abundance of natural light to illuminate the interior
galleries.
The coach will leave for the Hotel at 7:00pm
For those wishing to dine as a group (own expense) please meet in the hotel lobby at 8:00pm
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DAY 10
Breakfast

FRIDAY 09 AUGUST 2019

BARCELONA

Please meet in the hotel lobby ready to depart at 08:30am.
This morning we will take a coach trip to the Casa Solo Pezo. This spectacular house designed by
some of the young architects at Pezo von Ellrichshausen is well worth the visit. After having free
time for lunch (at own expense), we will visit the Solo House designed by OFFICE Kersten Geers David
Van Severen.
The Solo House is a country residence in a large untouched forest, in the mountainous region of
Matarraña, two hours south of Barcelona. The house frames the top of a plateau, overlooking the
surrounding forests and dramatic landscape. Since the scenery is so impressive, they felt architecture
should be invisible, merely emphasising the natural qualities of the surroundings. A simple circular
roof with a diameter of 45 meters underlines the qualities of both the plateau and its edge.
We will then return to the hotel and should arrive around 6:30pm.
For those who would like to do an optional walk towards Torre Glories to view the tower lighting,
please meet Malcom and Jim in the lobby at 8:30pm. It is a 2.5km walk from the hotel.
DAY 11
Breakfast

SATURDAY 10 AUGUST 2019

BARCELONA

Today is a free morning for you to explore Barcelona. Please ensure you have checked-out of your
room and leave your luggage, outside your room ready for collection by 11:30am.
Please meet in the lobby at 12:30pm, ready to depart. Our private coach will transfer us to the
Emerald Princess for embarkation. Lunch will be available on-board.
PLEASE ENSURE THAT YOUR BAGS ARE CLEARLY LABELLED WITH THE EMERALD PRINCESS LUGGAGE
TAGS.
EMERALD PRINCESS CHECK IN PROCEDURE
For check-in you will need your passport, credit card and Emerald Princess cruise ticket. You will
receive an Emerald Princess GUEST PASS to be used to charge personal items on board, such as
beverages. The Emerald Princess GUEST PASS is required to leave the ship for shore excursions and
to regain entry to the ship whilst in port. Your Guest Pass card must be shown when embarking and
disembarking the ship.
After check in you will be free to go to your cabin. In each cabin there will be a ‘DIRECTORY’ detailing
available services and a ‘PRINCESS PATTER’, the daily programme, which outlines the ship activities
and entertainment events on board.
EMERALD PRINCESS PASSENGER INFORMATION
ON-BOARD MONEY MATTERS
The Emerald Princess operates on a cashless system. Guests can sign all on board services and
purchases to their account. All purchases are charged in US Dollars. An itemised statement will be
delivered to your stateroom the night prior disembarkation. By providing your credit card in advance,
you are automatically registered for express check out. There is no need to visit the Passenger
Services Desk to settle your account. Personal cheques will not be accepted and there are no EFTPOS
or ATM facilities on board.
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BOAT DRILL
All passengers are required to participate in the Emerald Princess Boat Drill. Details of the Boat Drill
will be announced to passengers. This is usually held on the first day of the cruise, prior to departure.
ELECTRICAL SOCKETS
All staterooms on Emerald Princess are fitted with standard US 110 volt power outlets; you will
need to bring an Australian power adaptor. All staterooms are fitted with hair dryers. Travel kettles
and irons are not permitted as they are a fire hazard.
DINING ROOMS
The group has been booked for the early sitting at 5:30pm for dinner each evening in the main
restaurants, Botticelli Dining Room, Deck 6, Da Vinci Dining Room, Deck 6 or Michaelangelo Dining
Room, Deck 5. You will be advised of your table allocation by a restaurant card that you will find in
your cabin. If there are any questions regarding your dining arrangements, please see the restaurant
Maître d’.
24 HOUR ROOM SERVICE.
24 hour room service is available – you will incur a charge for alcoholic beverages. Breakfast, lunch
and dinner times are subject to change, especially whilst in port. Please check in the Princess Patter.
EVENING PRE – DINNER DRINKS
Each evening you are invited to join Malcom and Jim, in the Crooners Lounge and bar, deck 7 at
5:00pm for pre-dinner drinks. (Drinks will be at your own expense). This is an opportunity to socialise
with fellow tour members.
ENTERTAINMENT
After dinner each evening you are able to enjoy the famous Emerald Princess on board
entertainment. A fantastic range of entertainment is available. In the Princess Theatre, deck 6 & 7
forward, there are spectacular shows and musical productions. You may like to visit Club Fusion
Show Lounge with live entertainment and dancing or the Sky walkers Nightclub. Your ‘Princess
Patter’ will update you on all the on board activities planned.
SHORE EXCURSIONS
Tour members are asked to meet in the Crooners Lounge, deck 7 for shore excursions. Times are
stated in this itinerary. You will need to have some local currency for lunches and small purchases
while on shore excusions.
GRATUITIES ON BOARD
Gratuities have been included in your package, whilst on-board Travelrite International will pay for
your gratuities. The gratuities will be shown on your on-board account statement as a credit and will
be deducted each day. The gratuities will be shared amongst the staff that has helped provide and
support your cruise experience, including all wait staff, stateroom stewards, buffet stewards, and
housekeeping staff across the fleet. A 15% gratuity is added to bar charges and dining room wine
accounts. If you wish to give an additional tip to any staff on board, this is at your own discretion.
The Emerald Princess sets sail for Gibraltar at 10:00pm
DAY 12

SUNDAY 11 AUGUST 2019

AT SEA

Today is a day at sea for you to explore the ship and make the most of its facilities and programs.
Don’t forget to check the Princess Patter for all that is happening around the ship.
This afternoon, please join Malcom in the Conference Centre, deck 6 at 2:00pm for an engaging
sketching workshop.
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Please note the venue may change due to circumstances outside of our control but we will ensure
you are notified as early as possible.
This evening you are invited to join Jim and Malcom, in the Crooners Lounge and bar, deck 7 at
5:00pm for pre-dinner drinks. (Drinks will be at your own expense).
DAY 13

MONDAY 12 AUGUST 2019

GIBRALTAR

The Emerald Princess arrive in Gibraltar at 07:00am
Please meet in the Crooners Lounge and bar, deck 7 at 08:30am for our tender to Gibraltar.
This morning we arrive into the British enclave of Gibraltar. Ceded to Britain in 1713, and now
claimed by Spain the territory is known for its famous Rock and important strategic location. We will
have the day to explore the historic town with a trip to the top of the rock. We will also see Gibraltar
University (Ayaltointegral, 2015). The building design of this university presents a unique
juxtaposition of old and new with expansive views of Africa from the top floor restaurant. We will
have free time for lunch (own expense) and self-exploration before returning to the ship by 3:00pm.
The Emerald Princess sets sail for Marseilles at 5:00pm.
This evening you are invited to join Jim and Malcom, in the Crooners Lounge and bar, deck 7 at
5:00pm for pre-dinner drinks. (Drinks will be at your own expense).
DAY 14

TUESDAY 13 AUGUST 2019

AT SEA

Today is a day at sea for you to enjoy the ships facilities. You might like to attend an art auction, grab
a good book from the library, or simply relax on deck.
At 2:00pm please join Malcolm as he presents a video on recent examples of contemporary Southern
European architecture. This will be held in the Conference Centre, deck 6.
This evening you are invited to join Jim and Malcom, in the Crooners Lounge and bar, deck 7 at
5:00pm for pre-dinner drinks. (Drinks will be at your own expense).
DAY 15

WEDNESDAY 14 AUGUST 2019

MARSEILLES

This morning we dock in Marseilles at 08:00am
Please meet in the Crooners Lounge and bar, deck 7 at 09:00am for us to disembark as a group.
We will be met by our coach and guide who will take us to see Chateau la Coste Art Gallery in Aix-enProvence. This amazing piece of architecture by Renzo Piano Building Workshop is a sunken
exhibition space topped by sails, which is set among the grape vines of a winery in Aix-enProvence, France. We then head on to see an equally impressive building, the Conservatory of Music,
created by Japanese architect Kengo Kuma.
The day of diverse and thought provoking architecture continues as we return to Marseille to see
the CMA CGM Headquarters (Hadid 2010), the FRAC Contemporary Art Museum (Kuma 2012), Les
Docks de la Joleitte (5+1AA) and the View Port pavilion (Norman Foster).
We arrive back at the Emerald Princess at 4:00pm, ready to set sail for Genoa at 5:00pm.
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This evening you are invited to join Jim and Malcom, in the Crooners Lounge and bar, deck 7 at
5:00pm for pre-dinner drinks. (Drinks will be at your own expense).
DAY 16

THURSDAY 15 AUGUST 2019

GENOA

The Emerald Princess docks in Genoa at 07:00am.
Please meet in the Crooners Lounge and bar, deck 7 at 09:00am for us to disembark as a group.
Today we will be met by our local guide and private coach, as we are in for a special treat as we head
off to see numerous sites by Renzo Piano Workshop, including the redevelopment of the Old
Harbour. During our travels we will take time for lunch (at own expense) and we will arrive back at
the Emerald Princess in the late afternoon.
The Emerald princess does not set sail for Livorno until 9:00pm, so you might wish to stay in the city
for further exploration.
DAY 17

FRIDAY 16 AUGUST 2019

LIVORNO (FLORENCE)

The Emerald Princess docks in Livorno at 07:00am.
Please meet in the Crooners Lounge and bar, deck 7 at 08:30am for us to disembark as a group.
Today we visit the historic town of Lucca, in Tuscany, famous for its grid plan of the original roman
centre, with surrounding battlement walls. We will have a walking tour of Lucca with free time for
lunch (at own expense). In the afternoon we will head back to Livorno by coach where we will meet
our local guide for walking tour of Livorno’s architecture.
This evening you are invited to join Jim and Malcom, in the Crooners Lounge and bar, deck 7 at
5:00pm for pre-dinner drinks. (Drinks will be at your own expense).
DISEMBARKATION TOMORROW
Information regarding landing arrangements will be advised by the Travelrite International tour
manager. Please take particular notice of the time and location where the group is to meet on board
for disembarkation. This evening you will need to leave your luggage outside your cabin door for
disembarkation the next morning. (Please remember to keep a small overnight bag with essentials
and medication for the next morning). If you do not receive a letter please contact the Travelrite
International tour manager. Please remember to settle your on board account at the Purser’s Office,
if you have not pre-registered with your credit card.
Tonight the Emerald princess will depart for Rome at 7:00pm
DAY 18

SATURDAY 17 AUGUST 2019

ROME

Today we arrive at Civitavecchia, the port of the eternal city of Rome at 05:00am.
We disembark after breakfast this morning. We disembark as a group and not individually. The
tour manager will advise of the time and place to meet.
Tour members will be required to collect their luggage on shore from a designated group baggage
area.
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After disembarking we travel by coach to Rome where we will visit Palazzo della Civilta Italiana
(Giovanni Guerrini), Rome’s Convention Centre (Massimiliano Fuksas, Roma Eur Viale Europa 242
(Piano), The Auditorium Parco Della Musica (Piano) and Ex Unione Militare Refurbishment
(Massimiliano Fuksas). Our coach will take us to our hotel in the afternoon.
Hotel dei Mellini
Via Muzio Clementi 81
00193 Roma Italia
Tel +39 06324771 |
E:info@hotelmellini.com
In the heart of Rome, located on the right bank of the Tiber River, on a quiet and peaceful
street between the Spanish Steps (a 13 min. walk) and St. Peter's Basilica (a 15 min. walk), is
the four-star Hotel Dei Mellini. Amenities include Smart TV with Free internet connection,
non-smoking rooms, direct dial telephone, safety deposit box for pc with built-in battery
charging in room, digital air conditioning / heating control, minibar and a hair dryer.
Tonight meet please meet Jim and Malcom in the lobby at 7:00pm as we head off to a local
restaurant for our Travelrite Farewell Dinner.
DAY 19
Breakfast

SUNDAY 18 AUGUST 2019

ROME

The tour concludes after breakfast this morning. Individuals should consult their individual travel and
flight itineraries.
Tour arrangements conclude.
Travelrite International Pty Ltd
A.B.N. 64 005 817 078
July 2019
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THE TRAVELRITE INTERNATIONAL TOUR MANAGER WILL ADVISE ANY CHANGES TO THE TOUR PROGRAM ON
THE COACH.
INDEPENDENT TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS
Travellers who have arranged tour extensions and special arrangements at the end of the tour should consult
their specially prepared itineraries for travel arrangements from the end of the tour.
PLEASE NOTE that Travelrite International will reconfirm all group flights. It is the responsibility of independent
travellers to reconfirm their own flights within 72 hours of the scheduled flight departure time.

IMPORTANT TRAVEL INFORMATION
1.

Baggage Allowance.
Each economy class passenger is able to book 23kg of baggage into the aircraft hold on our airlines flights.
All economy class passengers can also carry an overnight bag into the cabin. Carry-on baggage: ensure that
your liquids, aerosols and gels are in containers smaller than 100 millilitres. Pack these containers into a
single transparent, resealable bag no larger than one litre in size. You may still carry on board prescription
medicines. Website: www.dotars.gov.au
Cameras and other electronic equipment may be the subject of special security checks. Carry these items as
hand luggage. Scissors/pocket knives/sharp objects must be packed into your suitcase.

2.

Travel Documentation
All travellers must be in possession of a valid passport, which has an expiration date that is no less than six
months from your date of return into Australia.

3.

Travel Insurance
ADEQUATE TRAVEL INSURANCE IS STRONGLY RECOMMENDED.
Travelrite International will not be responsible for any costs or other liabilities incurred directly or indirectly
by tour members as a result of the tour member not arranging travel insurance or the tour member
arranging inadequate travel insurance.

4.

General Travel Advice
Please consult the Australian Government website www.smartraveller.gov.au for security, health and
other advice on travel for Australian citizens.

5.

Legal Responsibility
The legal responsibilities of Travelrite International Pty Ltd in arranging this tour are set out in the published
tour brochure.

6.

Daily Tour Programme
The tour programme for the next day, including coach departure times, will be announced in the coach
before returning to the hotel each evening. Keep an eye on the hotel notice board for other
announcements.

7.

Coach Departures
Please note that because of strict rules relating to coach parking in the towns and cities visited and the
hotels used in the tour program and the full touring program on many days, the coach must depart at the
advised departure time. No guarantee can be given that the coach will wait for latecomers.

8.

Tour Programme
The tour programme timing is subject to scheduling changes requested by local guides and other operators.

9.

Problems and Complaints
We do our best to make your holiday a success. However in the event that you have any problems
concerning your tour, you must notify the tour manager who will do everything possible to put things right.
It is a condition that you communicate any problem to the tour manager during the tour.

Travelrite International Pty Ltd
A.B.N. 64 005 817 078
July 2019
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